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Background
The Coated Conductor Cylinder concepts involve the deposition of multilayers of HTS and insulating thin films onto rotating cylindrical formers and the use of semiconductor-style patterning technologies to
produce functional devices such as transformers, fault current limiters, motors, generators etc. In comparison with coil windings of coated conductor tape, this very direct approach to the production of novel
superconducting electrical machines will bring major economic benefits arising from integrated manufacturing. There are no physical winding processes of delicate tapes during either film deposition or coil
fabrication, and many other processing benefits follow from the coaxial symmetry and fast batch nature of the film depositions and lithographic processes. Furthermore, structural integrity is assured.
Until now 3-Cs has carried out proof-of-concept tests of the texturing and HTS deposition processes in small research-type chambers on cylinders of limited size. For many applications larger cylinders will
be required, and at a high production rate. Here we describe the development of a purpose-built cylinder deposition system capable of integrating alternative texturing and HTS deposition processes within
the same vacuum chamber. Scale-up results are presented for ISD texturing buffer layer deposition and HTS deposition processes onto rotating cylinders, using electron beam evaporation and PLD.

The new 3-Cs Cylinder Deposition Facility: 15cm cylinder lengths

• Cylinder can be manipulated in three axes while under vacuum:
 rotation around cylinder axis,
 translation along cylinder length
 tilting around cylinder circumference (for ISD process)
• System can accommodate cylinders of 6cm diameter X15cm long
• Cylinder can be heated up to 840°C. The heater is inside the
cylinder, radiatively coupled.
• Ferrotec EVM8 large volume electron beam source. Can be
configured as one large volume source or as six different sources.
• Deposition rate control with Quartz Crystal Monitors

• UHV style chamber, base pressure <5X10-7 mbar
•Integration of the texture development process with the YBa2Cu3O7-δ
growth in the same chamber.
• Low pressure operation for electron beam deposition of texture
layers (Mass flow controller for oxygen partial pressure control)
• High pressure operation for pulsed laser deposition using feedback
controlled butterfly valve, 0.05 to 1mbar +/- 0.005 mbar.

• Pulsed laser deposition of YBCO and other oxide materials
• Lambda Physik 4000 series XeCl laser (308nm, 25W, 300Hz)
•Production style laser, internal beam power control, high stability
over long deposition runs at high power.
• Beam attenuation giving process flexibility
• Full software control and monitoring of all process parameters using
SCADA™ and LabView ™.
• Datalogging of all data for all runs to facilitate process control
monitoring.
• Aim for a fully automated process in the future – a turn-key system.

Texturing Process Scale up : Inclined Substrate Deposition of MgO
MgO (400): FWHM 4.5º

MgO (311): FWHM 3.8º
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a) Typical X-ray rocking curves of the MgO ISD layer

MgO flux

MgO ISD + Buffer layer
b) (100) Pole figures of MgO ISD + Buffer layers
terminated with CeO2. The characteristic tilt of the
ISD process is seen, along with in-plane rotations
along the length of the cylinder due to geometry of
the MgO deposition.

In order to achieve high critical currents in the YBCO layer a pseudo single crystal texture needs to the
imparted to the polycrystalline Hastelloy cylindrical former. A convenient, fast and scalable process for
achieving this is the Inclined Substrate Deposition method (ISD). This process involves depositing MgO at
room temperature with the cylinder deposition aperture presenting an angle to the incident MgO flux
(produced by electron beam evaporation), see figure above. The cylinder is rotated about its longitudinal
axis to achieve total coverage. This results in a columnar growth habit with the surface textured such that
the MgO (100) planes are tilted towards the incident MgO flux direction. Typical rocking curve widths are
of the order of 4-5º (a). This columnar morphology is not stable or dense enough to form a good template
for the growth of YBCO. Therefore, various other buffer layers are epitaxially grown onto the ISD layer at
elevated temperatures to provide a dense, smooth surface for YBCO nucleation and growth.

MgO ISD + Buffer layer + YBa2Cu3O7-δ
T

Previously we have proved principle for this process on small, 6cm cylinders. Here we are scaling this
process up to the full sized 15cm cylinders. Shown to the right are typical EBSD pole figures taken from
different areas of the cylinder. One of the features of the ISD process is that the tilt direction is parallel to
the MgO <111> direction, hence the <100> direction lies at 45º to the circumferential direction of the
cylinder, see b). In order to ensure that the YBCO <100> direction is along the circumference the final
layer of the buffer layer structure is chosen to be CeO2 (lattice parameter ~√2 YBCO) such that the YBCO
grows with its <100> along the circumference, see c).

c) (100) Pole figures of YBa2Cu3O7-d deposited
onto the buffered ISD texture layer.
The CeO2 termination layer provides the
necessary 45deg rotation of the YBCO growth to
align the YBCO <100> direction along the cylinder
circumference.

Electrical Characteristics
YBCO177: YBCO on MgO Single Crystal
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a) The AC susceptibility and DC magnetisation
(Inspector Hall) traces for PLD YBCO on an MgO
single crystal substrate. Showing close agreement
between the two techniques and a fair Tc.
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b) A current – voltage curve for a patterned track in PLD
YBCO on MgO single crystal substrate, measured in liquid
Nitrogen. Showing a good critical current density.
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c) A comparison of the DC magnetisation curves for PLD YBCO
grown on MgO single crystal and buffered ISD. Both show a
similar Tc. The Jc measured on the buffered ISD is very poor
compared to the single crystal (ca. 10,000 Acm-2).

d) The surface morphology of YBCO on the buffered ISD of c) is not yet
optimised. The morphology is columnar in nature but it is epitaxial with
the texture layer. This provides an explanation for the poor Jc measured,
The YBCO grains are poorly connected.

